A)-This shows the arrangement for those cases which are running an aseptic course after operation. It demonstrates a method whereby an increasing range of passive movement can be obtained, and is essentially for -the prevention of the formation of adhesions. This method keeps the daily range of movement absolutely under control and eliminates the risk of the tearing apart of structures, sutured at the primary FIG. 1. Private M., fourteen days after a piece of shell wvas removed fromn the kneejoint. The joint at operation was opened, washed out, and closed. This patient walked well three weeks after the receipt of injury.
"toilet" operation. When. firm union of these structures has occurred, active movement can easily be arranged for on this apparatus.
Note " Active movement" splint. It can be made rigid by fixation of the adjuster below the knee. Note the adjustable footpiece supported by elastic springs.
Clinical: Section footpiece (figs. 4-6). In this way active movements are carried out with optimum ease, and the patient's feeble strength is not wasted in the purposeless effort of raising the leg from the bed, since the force of gravity is neutralized by the counterpoising system. Active contraction of the leg muscles is arranged for; the hinged footpiece, held up by elastic supports, making this easy. Figs. 7, a, b Diagram of apparatus. The splint supporting the leg is partially counterpoised by the conical sand reservoirs A and B. The shape of the reservoirs enables an easy adjustment of the weight of sand, for, by means of a tube of outlet controlled by a tap in eacb, sand can be allowed to flow from one to the other. C is not a counterweight; it is a fixture, and acts as a cistern for the supply of any additional sand necessary to A, or through A to B. D is for waste sand (excess from B). 
